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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The utility model relates to the technical field of
low voltage apparatuses, and in particular, to an alter-
nating current contactor.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] There is no protection measure generally for a
coil of an existing alternating current contactor under nor-
mal circumstances. But under special environments, the
coil can be protected with the assistance of a surge sup-
pressor. However, the surge suppressor needs to be con-
nected with the coil, and in order to approach to the coil,
it is necessary to provide a mounting groove or a concave
hole near the coil to place the surge suppressor. The
surge suppressor is mounted inside a product and occu-
pies a large area, which makes the design of a base more
complicated, and increases the design difficulty and the
machining difficulty of a mold and results in low produc-
tion efficiency. In addition, it is necessary to mount the
surge suppressor inside the product during assembling,
so the process is more complicated and not inconvenient
for assembly.
[0003] Moreover, with respect to the existing contactor,
it is often to cause the failure of integral assembly of the
product due to machining errors,this is mainly because
of the lack of an adjusting structure for adjusting a total
stroke of the product, thereby bringing great convenience
for production. For example, contact surfaces of a coil
frame of the existing contactor close to the base are all
planes, so as to avoid interference with the base struc-
ture, and the mold manufacturing process is relatively
simple and convenient for measurement. However, the
amount of compression of supports is limited by the entire
planes, so it is not possible to adjust the total stroke of
the product through the dimension of the coil frame.
Moreover, the supports are adopted to fix a magnetic
yoke in the existing contactor to play a certain buffering
role. Each support generally uses a symmetric non-ec-
centric structure. Although the mold manufacturing proc-
ess is simple, it is not possible to adjust parameters by
forward or inverse assembly if the parameters, such as
the total stroke of the contactor are not consistent, so the
flexibility is poor. Plastic parts, owing to changes in ma-
terial, process, deformation, etc., easily lead to non-com-
pliance of dimensions, resulting in changes in the dimen-
sion of the total stroke, which will cause the total stroke
to be too large or too small, thus affecting the overtravel
of the product and affecting the reliability of the product.
A contactor of the prior art is disclosed in DE-A-
19546763.

SUMMARY OF THE UTILITY MODEL

[0004] An objective of the utility model is to overcome

the defects of the prior art and provides an alternating
current contactor which is simple in structure and high in
reliability.
[0005] To fulfill the said objective, the utility model
adopts the following technical solution.
[0006] An alternating current contactor comprises a
base 1 and a magnetic yoke 4, wherein the magnetic
yoke 4 is mounted on a bottom plate of the base 1, and
a magnetic yoke support 41 for supporting and buffering
the magnetic yoke 4 is respectively provided at two sides
of the magnetic yoke 4, wherein sidewalls at two sides
of each magnetic yoke support 41, which are connected
with the magnetic yoke 4 are different in thickness.
[0007] Preferably, each magnetic yoke support 41 is
provided with identifying members 411 used for distin-
guishing the sidewalls at two sides, which are different
in thickness.
[0008] Preferably, each identifying member 411 is a
bulge or a groove.
[0009] Preferably, each identifying member 411 is cir-
cular.
[0010] Preferably, a ratio of the thicknesses of the side-
walls at two sides of each magnetic yoke support 41,
which are different in thickness, is 4:3.
[0011] Preferably, a mounting groove 412 is provided
at a junction between each magnetic yoke support 41
and the magnetic yoke 4.
[0012] Sidewalls at two sides of the mounting groove
412 are different in thickness.
[0013] Preferably, the bottom of the magnetic yoke 4
is provided with a magnetic yoke through hole 42 that is
penetrated horizontally, a magnetic yoke mounting sheet
43 penetrates through the magnetic yoke through hole
42, and two ends of the magnetic yoke mounting sheet
43 which are exposed out of the magnetic yoke 4 are
wrapped and fixed with the magnetic yoke supports 41
for supporting and buffering the magnetic yoke 4.
[0014] Preferably, the magnetic yoke 4 is fixedly con-
nected with the base 1 through the magnetic yoke sup-
ports 41 at two sides of the magnetic yoke 4, two hori-
zontally inverted concave platforms 13 are oppositely
provided between two sidewalls in the base 1, and re-
cessed sidewalls of each concave platform 13 are re-
spectively provided with a fixing groove 131 for fixing the
corresponding magnetic yoke support 41.
[0015] A mounting groove 412 which cooperates with
the corresponding magnetic yoke mounting sheet 43 is
formed in one end of the magnetic yoke support 41.
[0016] Preferably, the mounting groove 412 is formed
in one end of the square blocky magnetic yoke support
41.
[0017] Preferably, a fixing bump 413 which cooperates
with the fixing groove 131 and in the shape of a triangular
prism is provided at the other end of the magnetic yoke
support 41; a magnetic yoke mounting groove 14 in which
the magnetic yoke 4 and a part of the magnetic yoke
mounting sheet 43, which is wrapped with the magnetic
yoke support 41 are mounted, is formed between the
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concave platform 13 and the base 1; during mounting,
the magnetic yoke 4 is mounted into the magnetic yoke
mounting groove 14, and the part of each magnetic yoke
mounting sheet 43, which is wrapped with the magnetic
yoke support 41, is clamped into the recessed part of
each of the two concave platforms 13, and meanwhile,
each fixing bump 413 is clamped into the corresponding
fixing groove 131 to fix the magnetic yoke 4.
[0018] Preferably, a buffering cushion 7 for buffering
the magnetic yoke 4 is provided between the base 1 and
the magnetic yoke 4.
[0019] Preferably, a coil frame 3 mounted on the mag-
netic yoke 4 is provided inside the base 1 and comprises
an upper connecting plate 33, a lower connecting plate
31 and a wiring post 32 provided between the upper con-
necting plate 33 and the lower connecting plate 31; an
annular groove in which a coil 5 is placed is formed among
the upper connecting plate 33, the lower connecting plate
31 and the wiring post 32; the wiring post 32 is axially
provided with a frame through hole 34, and the coil frame
3 is fixed on the magnetic yoke 4 through the frame
through hole 34 in the wiring post; the magnetic yoke 4
is of an E-type structure, and the E-type magnetic yoke
4 is mounted on the bottom plate of the base 1, with an
opening facing upwards; the coil frame 3 slides to an
adjusting bulge 311 of the coil frame 3 along the middle
part of the E-type magnetic yoke and props against the
magnetic yoke supports 41 of the magnetic yoke 4; a
wiring terminal 6 which is connected with the coil 5 is
mounted on a sidewall of the base 1, the outer wall at
one side of the base 1, which is close to the wiring terminal
6, is provided with two surge mounting holes 11 which
are used for fixing a surge suppressor 2 and distributed
linearly; the outer wall of the surge suppressor 2, which
contacts the base 1, is correspondingly provided with two
mounting bumps 21 which cooperate with the surge
mounting holes 11, and a sidewall of each mounting
bump 21 protrudes to form a hook 211 which is in inter-
ference fit with the corresponding surge mounting hole
11; the surge suppressor 2 is plugged into the surge
mounting holes 11 of the base 1 through the mounting
bumps 21 on the surge suppressor 2 to be fixedly con-
nected with the base 1; after assembling, the surge sup-
pressor 2 is adjacent to the wiring terminal 6 to facilitate
a wiring connection therebetween.
[0020] The magnetic yoke support of the alternating
current contactor of the utility model has a simple struc-
ture due to the arrangement of an asymmetric eccentric
structure. The up-down position of the magnetic yoke
relative to the bottom plate of the base can be adjusted
by changing an assembly direction of the magnetic yoke
supports, thereby achieving the purpose of adjusting the
total stroke of the product with high flexibility. When a
dimension of a housing of a plastic part is abnormal, the
magnetic yoke has a certain adjustment amount to en-
sure that the integral assembly of the product can be
completed and the efficiency and reliability can be im-
proved. Therefore, it is convenient to guarantee that the

up-down positions of a thick wall and a thin wall of the
magnetic yoke support at each of two sides of the mag-
netic yoke are consistent during assembling, and it is
also convenient to distinguish and adjust at the time of
adjustment, such that the efficiency and the reliability are
improved. Further, the assembly structure of the coil
frame, the magnetic yoke and the base is simple, reliable
and efficient.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0021]

FIG. 1 is a sectional view of an internal structure of
a base of an alternating current contactor of the utility
model;
FIG. 2 is an assembly stereogram of the internal
structure of the base of the alternating current con-
tactor of the utility model;
FIG. 3 is a schematic structural diagram of the base
of the utility model;
FIG. 4 is an assembly view of a magnetic yoke, the
coil frame, a coil and a wiring terminal of the utility
model;
FIG. 5 is an inverted view of the coil frame of the
utility model;
FIG. 6 is a schematic structural diagram of a mag-
netic yoke support of the utility model;
FIG. 7 is a schematic structural diagram of a surge
suppressor of the utility model;
FIG. 8 is a schematic structural diagram of a housing
of the surge suppressor of the utility model; and
FIG. 9 is a schematic structural diagram of a cover
body of the surge suppressor of the utility model.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS

[0022] The specific embodiments of an alternating cur-
rent contactor of the utility model are further described
below with reference to the embodiments shown in FIGS.
1 to 9. The alternating current contactor of the utility mod-
el is not limited to the description of the following embod-
iments.
[0023] As shown in FIGS. 1 to 3, the alternating current
contactor of the utility model comprises a base 1, a surge
suppressor 2, a magnetic yoke 4, a coil frame 3, a coil
5, a wiring terminal 6 and a buffering cushion 7. The mag-
netic yoke 4 is mounted on a bottom plate of the base 1.
The buffering cushion 7 for buffering the magnetic yoke
4 is provided between the magnetic yoke 4 and the bot-
tom plate of the base 1. The coil frame 3 is mounted on
the magnetic yoke 4 and sunken into the base 1. The coil
5 sleeves the coil frame 3 and is positioned between the
coil frame 3 and the magnetic yoke 4. The wiring terminal
6 is mounted on the coil frame 3 and fixed to the upper
end of a sidewall of the base 1 together with the coil frame
3. The wiring terminal 6 is electrically connected with the
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coil 5. The surge suppressor 2 is mounted on an outer
wall at one side of the base 1 close to the wiring terminal
6 to facilitate a wiring connection with the wiring terminal
6.
[0024] Figs. 1 to 3 illustrate an assembly structure of
the base 1 and the magnetic yoke 4 of the utility model.
Mounting screw holes 12 for mounting and fixing the con-
tactor in a use position are formed in four outer corners
of the base 1. The magnetic yoke 4 is fixedly connected
with the base 1 through magnetic yoke supports 41 at
two sides of the magnetic yoke 4. Two horizontally in-
verted concave platforms 13 are oppositely provided be-
tween two sidewalls in the base 1, and a recessed side-
wall of each concave platform 13 is provided with a fixing
groove 131 for fixing the corresponding magnetic yoke
support 41. The bottom of the magnetic yoke 4 is provided
with a magnetic yoke through hole 42 that is penetrated
horizontally, a magnetic yoke mounting sheet 43 pene-
trates through the magnetic yoke through hole 42, and
two ends of the magnetic yoke mounting sheet 43 that
are exposed out of the magnetic yoke 4 are wrapped and
fixed with the square blocky magnetic yoke supports 41
for fixing and buffering the magnetic yoke 4. Referring to
FIG. 6, a mounting groove 412 which cooperates with
the corresponding magnetic yoke mounting sheet 43 is
formed in one end of each square blocky magnetic yoke
support 41, and a fixing bump 413 which cooperates with
the fixing groove 131 and is in the shape of a triangular
prism is provided at the other end of the magnetic yoke
support 41. Circular arc chamfers 414 are provided
around a port of the mounting groove 412, such that the
magnetic yoke support 41 is mounted in place. A mag-
netic yoke mounting groove 14 which is used for mount-
ing the magnetic yoke 4 and a part of the magnetic yoke
mounting sheet 43, which is wrapped with the magnetic
yoke support 41, is formed between each concave plat-
form 13 and the base 1. During mounting, the magnetic
yoke 4 is mounted into the magnetic yoke mounting
groove 14, and the part of each magnetic yoke mounting
sheet 43, which is wrapped with the magnetic yoke sup-
port 41 is clamped into the recessed part of each of the
two concave platforms 13, and meanwhile, the fixing
bumps 413 are clamped into the fixing grooves 131 to fix
the magnetic yoke 4.
[0025] As shown in FIG. 4 and FIG.5, the coil frame 3
of the utility model comprises an upper connecting plate
33, a lower connecting plate 31 and a wiring post 32
provided between the upper connecting plate 33 and the
lower connecting plate 31. An annular groove in which
the coil 5 is placed is formed among the upper connecting
plate 33, the lower connecting plate 31 and the wiring
post 32. The wiring post 32 is axially provided with a
frame through hole 34, and the coil frame 3 is fixedly
mounted on the magnetic yoke 4 through the frame
through hole 34 formed in the wiring post 32. The mag-
netic yoke 4 is of an E-type structure, and the E-type
magnetic yoke 4 is mounted on the bottom plate of the
base 1, with an opening facing upwards. The coil frame

3 slides to an adjusting bulge 311 of the coil frame 3 along
the middle part of the E-type magnetic yoke and props
against the magnetic yoke supports 41 of the magnetic
yoke 4. Connecting bosses 35 are provided at four cor-
ners of the upper connecting plate 33 of the coil frame 3
and fixedly clamped onto the corners at the upper end
of the base 1. At least one of the four connecting bosses
35 is used for mounting and fixing the wiring post 6,
wherein at least one connecting boss on which the wiring
terminal 6 is mounted is adjacent to a surge suppressor
mounted on the outer wall of the base 1. The coil 5
sleeves the wiring post 32 of the coil frame 3 and is lo-
cated in two openings of the E-type magnetic yoke 4.
The coil 5 mounted on the coil frame 3 is electrically con-
nected with the wiring terminal 6 in a wiring connection
manner.
[0026] FIG. 3 and FIG.7 illustrate a mounting structure
for the base and the surge suppressor of the alternating
current contactor of the utility model. The alternating cur-
rent contactor comprises the base 1 and the surge sup-
pressor 2. The wiring terminal 6 which is connected with
the coil 5 is mounted on the corner of the upper end of a
sidewall of the base 1. The outer wall at one side of the
base 1, which is close to the wiring terminal 6 is provided
with surge mounting holes 11 which are used for fixing
the surge suppressor 2. The outer wall of the surge sup-
pressor 2, which contacts the base 1, is correspondingly
provided with mounting bumps 21 which cooperate with
the surge mounting holes 11. The surge suppressor 2 is
plugged into the surge mounting holes 11 of the base 1
through the mounting bumps 21 on the surge suppressor
2 to be fixedly connected with the base 1. After assem-
bling, the surge suppressor 2 is adjacent to the wiring
terminal 6 to facilitate a wiring connection therebetween.
Since the surge suppressor is buckled and connected to
the outer wall of the base and is adjacent to the wiring
terminal, the structure is simple, the reliability in position-
ing and mounting is ensured, the assembly procedures
are simplified to facilitate user’s operations, heat can be
dissipated conveniently, and the assembly efficiency and
the product reliability are improved. Meanwhile, a mold
structure of the base is simplified to facilitate manufac-
turing and production. The production efficiency of spare
parts is greatly improved due to the adoption of a form
of one out of two or one out of four. The layout is reason-
able to facilitate the wiring connection between the surge
suppressor and the wiring terminal, reduce the wiring dis-
tance and saving materials and a space, such that the
whole structure is compact and ordered and high in reli-
ability. For example, the depth of each surge mounting
hole ranges from 1.2mm to 1.5mm.
[0027] As shown in FIG. 3 and FIG. 7, a sidewall of
each mounting bump 21 of the utility model protrudes to
form a hook 211 which is in interference fit with the cor-
responding surge mounting hole 11. The hook 211 is of
a barb structure. During assembling, the mounting
bumps 21 on the surge suppressor 2 are plugged into
the surge mounting holes 11, and the hooks 211 extend
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to the surge mounting holes 11 along with the mounting
bumps 21 to naturally buckle the sidewalls of the surge
mounting holes 11, such that the surge suppressor 2 is
fixedly connected with the base 1. The whole assembly
structure is simple, reliable and efficient, and the assem-
bly is convenient without the need for a tool. In an em-
bodiment in which each surge mounting hole 11 cooper-
ates with the corresponding hook 211 of the utility model,
the surge mounting hole 11 is a through hole, and the
hook 211 is provided at the head of the mounting bump
21; during assembling, the mounting bump 21 of the
surge suppressor 2 is plugged into the surge mounting
hole 11, and the hook 211 buckles the end part of the
sidewall of the surge mounting hole 11 to realize inter-
ference connection with the surge mounting hole 11.
Therefore, the assembly and disassembly are conven-
ient, and the assembly efficiency is improved. In another
embodiment in which each surge mounting hole 11 co-
operates with the hook 211 of the utility model, the surge
mounting hole 11 is a blind hole; during assembling, the
mounting bump 21 of the surge suppressor 2 is plugged
into the surge mounting hole 11, and the hook 211 clamps
the sidewall of the surge mounting hole 11 to realize in-
terference connection with the surge mounting hole 11.
Therefore, the mounting reliability and the mounting sta-
bility are improved, without interfering the internal struc-
ture of the base. Preferably, each surge mounting hole
11 is a square hole, and at least two surge mounting
holes 11 are provided. Correspondingly, each mounting
bump 21 is in the shape of a square column, and the
number of the mounting bumps 21 is equal to the number
of the surge mounting holes 11. The number of the surge
mounting holes 11 and the number of the mounting
bumps are preferably two, respectively, and the two
surge mounting holes 11 and the two mounting bumps
21 are distributed linearly, respectively. Therefore, the
mounting firmness is guaranteed, it is also convenient to
mount, and accordingly, the mounting efficiency is im-
proved.
[0028] As shown in FIGS. 7 to 9, the surge suppressor
2 of the utility model comprises a housing 22 with an
opening. An open end and a closed end of the housing
22 are oppositely provided left and right, wherein the
open end of the housing 22 is covered and fixed with a
matched cover body 23 to form a closed space in which
internal elements of the surge suppressor 2 are mount-
ed.The mounting bumps 21 are provided on the end sur-
face of the closed end of the housing 22. The surge sup-
pressor 2 is fixedly clamped onto the base 1 through the
mounting bumps 21. The end surface of the closed end
of the housing 22 of the surge suppressor 2 props against
the sidewall of the base 1. Fixing bumps 222 for fixing
the cover body 23 are provided at two sides of the housing
22 close to the open end. A fixing lug 231 which is of a
U-shaped structure is provided at each of two sides of
the cover body 23. An open end of each fixing lug 231
which is of the U-shaped structure is connected to the
cover body 23 to form an enclosed fixing hole 232 which

cooperates with the corresponding fixing bump 222. Dur-
ing assembling, the fixing bumps 222 of the housing 22
are clamped into the fixing holes 232 of the cover body
23, and the fixing lugs 231 at two sides of the cover body
23 clamp two sidewalls of the housing 22, such that the
housing 22 is fixedly connected with the cover body 23.
Specifically, each fixing bump 222 is provided with a tran-
sition slope 2221 to facilitate assembly. Each transition
slope 2221 is inclined along a mounting direction of the
cover body 23 towards a direction away from the sidewall
of the housing 22. A limiting groove 223 for limiting the
cover body 23 is formed in each of two sides of the open
end of the housing 22. Limiting bosses 233 which coop-
erate with the limiting grooves 223 are provided on cor-
responding positions of the cover body 23, such that the
cover body 23 cooperatively covers a port of the housing
22. The closed end of the housing 22 is provided with
four trapezoidal lateral slopes 221 which are connected
in a surrounding manner. The four lateral slopes 221 are
connected in a closing manner through the end surface
of the closed end of the housing 22. The end surface of
a root of each mounting bump 21 comprises a first con-
necting surface 212 and a second connecting surface
213 which are angularly provided, wherein the first con-
necting surface 212 is fitly connected to the end surface
of the closed end of the housing 22, and the second con-
necting surface 213 is fitly connected to the correspond-
ing lateral slope 221 of the housing 22. The upper end
surface of the housing 22 is provided with a wiring through
hole 224 for wiring of the internal elements of the surge
suppressor 2. Specifically, the wiring through hole 224
is provided along the edge of the open end of the housing
22. The enclosed wiring through hole 224 is formed by
covering and fixing the open end of the housing 22 with
the cover body 23.
[0029] FIGS. 1, 4 and 5 illustrate a bulge structure of
the coil frame of the utility model. The magnetic yoke 4
is mounted in the base 1. The magnetic yoke support 41
for supporting and buffering the magnetic yoke 4 is pro-
vided at each of two sides of the magnetic yoke 4. The
coil frame 3 is mounted on the magnetic yoke 4 and sunk-
en into the base 1. An adjusting bulge 311 for adjusting
a compression amount of each magnetic yoke support
41 is provided at a position, which cooperates with the
magnetic yoke support 41, on the end surface of the lower
connecting plate 31 of the coil frame 3. The overall height
of the contactor can be finely adjusted by means of the
cooperation of the adjusting bulges and the magnetic
yoke supports, such that the compression amount of the
magnetic yoke supports is improved and the restriction
from the interference of the base structure to the coil
frame is avoided. In this case, each magnetic yoke sup-
port also has a height adjustment allowance, such that
the case where the integral assembly cannot be accom-
plished owing to the dimensional deviation caused in the
machining and production process is avoided. The struc-
ture is simple, the assembly is convenient, and the prod-
uct reliability is improved.
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[0030] As shown in Fig. 5, each adjusting bulge 311 of
the utility model is a square bump or a trapezoidal bump.
The number of the adjusting bugles 311 may be at least
one. The adjusting bulge 311 is preferably a trapezoidal
bump, which not only avoids the interference of the base
structure and guarantees the assembly of the coil frame,
but also improves the stability of the coil frame. The
number of the adjusting bulges 311 may be preferably
two. Specifically, supporting bosses 312 are provided at
four corners of the lower end surface of the coil frame 3.
The supporting bosses 312 are of fan-shaped boss struc-
tures which are provided along the edges of four corners
of the lower connecting plate 31 of the wiring frame 3,
wherein two adjusting bulges 311 are respectively pro-
vided between every two transverse supporting bosses
312, and are higher than the supporting bosses 312. A
groove which is matched with the width of the magnetic
yoke 4 is formed between every two longitudinal support-
ing bosses 312 to avoid the mutual interference with the
magnetic yoke 4 during assembling. After assembling,
the adjusting bulges 311 of the coil frame 3 are in contact
connection with the magnetic yoke supports 41 fixed in
the base 1.
[0031] FIG. 1 and FIG. 6 illustrate an eccentric struc-
ture of the magnetic yoke supports of the utility model.
The magnetic yoke 4 is mounted on the bottom plate of
the base 1. Each magnetic yoke support 41 for supporting
and buffering the magnetic yoke 4 is provided at each of
two sides of the magnetic yoke 4, wherein the magnetic
yoke support 14 is mounted on the bottom plate of the
base 1. The sidewalls at two sides of the magnetic yoke
support 14, which are connected with the magnetic yoke
4, are different in thickness. In the present embodiment,
a mounting groove 412 is formed in the junction between
each magnetic yoke support 41 and the magnetic yoke
4, and the sidewalls at two sides of the mounting groove
512 are different in thickness. The sidewalls at two sides,
which are different in thickness, refer to the sidewall of
each magnetic yoke support 41, which is in contact con-
nection with the adjusting bulge 311 of the coil frame 3,
and the sidewall of the magnetic yoke support 41, which
is in contact connection with the bottom plate of the base
1. The different thicknesses refer that, after assembling,
the thickness of the sidewall of the magnetic yoke support
41, which is in contact connection with the coil frame 3
is larger than the thickness of the sidewall of the magnetic
yoke support 41, which is in contact connection with the
bottom plate of the base 1; or, the thickness of the side-
wall of the magnetic yoke support 41, which is in contact
connection with the coil frame 3 is smaller than the thick-
ness of the sidewall of the magnetic yoke support 41,
which is in contact connection with the bottom plate of
the base 1. The two cases may be selected by an operator
according to actual conditions, such that the total stroke
of the product may be adjusted. Since each magnetic
yoke support has a simple structure due to the arrange-
ment of the asymmetric eccentric structure. The up-down
position of the magnetic yoke relative to the bottom plate

of the base may be adjusted by changing the assembling
direction of the magnetic yoke support, e.g., a thin wall
being above a thick wall or the thick wall being above the
thin wall, and therefore, the purpose of adjusting the total
stroke of the product may be achieved, and the flexibility
is high. When a dimension of a housing of a plastic part
is abnormal, the magnetic yoke has a certain adjustment
amount to ensure that the integral assembly of the prod-
uct can be completed and the efficiency and reliability
can be improved. A ratio of the thicknesses of the side-
walls at two sides of each magnetic yoke support 41,
which are different in thickness, is 4:3. The adjustment
effect is more obvious by means of an appropriate ad-
justment amount.
[0032] As shown in FIG. 6, each magnetic yoke support
41 of the utility model is provided with identifying mem-
bers 411 used for distinguishing the sidewalls at two
sides, which are different in thickness. The identifying
members 411 may be provided on a thick sidewall of the
two sidewalls of the magnetic yoke support 41, which are
different in thickness or a thin sidewall of the two sidewalls
of the magnetic yoke support 41, which are different in
thickness, so as to achieve a distinguishing purpose.
Therefore, it is convenient to guarantee that the up-down
positions of the thick wall and the thin wall of the magnetic
yoke support at each of two sides of the magnetic yoke
are consistent during assembling, and it is also conven-
ient to distinguish and adjust at the time of adjustment,
such that the efficiency and the reliability are improved.
Further, each identifying member 411 is a bulge or a
groove and in a circular shape. The position, shape and
size of each identifying member 411 are used to distin-
guish, without interfering the assembly of the magnetic
yoke supports 41 and the magnetic yoke 4 or the base 1.

Claims

1. An alternating current contactor, comprising a base
(1) and a magnetic yoke (4), wherein the magnetic
yoke (4) is mounted on a bottom plate of the base
(1), and a magnetic yoke support (41) for supporting
and buffering the magnetic yoke (4) is respectively
provided at two sides of the magnetic yoke (4), char-
acterized in that: a mounting groove (412) which
cooperates with the magnetic yoke (4) is formed in
one end of the magnetic yoke support (41), and side-
walls at two sides of the mounting groove (412) are
different in thickness.

2. The alternating current contactor according to claim
1, wherein each magnetic yoke support (41) is pro-
vided with identifying members (411) used for dis-
tinguishing the sidewalls at two sides, which are dif-
ferent in thickness.

3. The alternating current contactor according to claim
2, wherein each identifying member (411) is a bulge
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or a groove.

4. The alternating current contactor according to claim
2, wherein each identifying member (411) is circular.

5. The alternating current contactor according to claim
1, wherein a ratio of the thicknesses of the sidewalls
at two sides of each magnetic yoke support (41),
which are different in thickness, is 4:3.

6. The alternating current contactor according to claim
1, wherein the bottom of the magnetic yoke (4) is
provided with a magnetic yoke through hole (42) that
is penetrated horizontally, a magnetic yoke mounting
sheet (43) penetrates through the magnetic yoke
through hole (42), and two ends of the magnetic yoke
mounting sheet (43) that are exposed out of the mag-
netic yoke (4) are wrapped and fixed with the mag-
netic yoke supports (41) for supporting and buffering
the magnetic yoke (4).

7. The alternating current contactor according to claim
6, wherein the magnetic yoke (4) is fixedly connected
with the base (1) through the magnetic yoke supports
(41) at two sides, two horizontally inverted concave
platforms (13) are oppositely provided between two
sidewalls in the base (1), and a recessed sidewall of
each concave platform (13) is provided with a fixing
groove (131) for fixing the corresponding magnetic
yoke support (41); the mounting groove (412) coop-
erates with the corresponding magnetic yoke mount-
ing sheet (43), and a fixing bump (413) which coop-
erates with the fixing groove (131) and in the shape
of a triangular prism is provided at the other end of
the magnetic yoke support (41); a magnetic yoke
mounting groove (14) in which the magnetic yoke (4)
and a part of the magnetic yoke mounting sheet (43),
which is wrapped with the magnetic yoke support
(41) are mounted, is formed between the concave
platform (13) and the base (1); during mounting, the
magnetic yoke (4) is mounted into the magnetic yoke
mounting groove (14), and the part of each magnetic
yoke mounting sheet (43), which is wrapped with the
magnetic yoke support (41) is clamped into the re-
cessed part of each of the two concave platforms
(13), and meanwhile, the fixing bump (413) is
clamped into the fixing groove (131) to fix the mag-
netic yoke (4).

8. The alternating current contactor according to claim
1, wherein a buffering cushion (7) for buffering the
magnetic yoke (4) is provided between the base (1)
and the magnetic yoke (4).

9. The alternating current contactor according to claim
1, wherein a coil frame (3) mounted on the magnetic
yoke (4) is provided inside the base (1) and compris-
es an upper connecting plate (33) and a lower con-

necting plate (31) and a wiring post (32) provided
between the upper connecting plate (33) and the low-
er connecting plate (31); an annular groove in which
a coil (5) is placed is formed among the upper con-
necting plate (33), the lower connecting plate (31)
and the wiring post (32); the wiring post (32) is axially
provided with a frame through hole (34), and the coil
frame (3) is fixed on the magnetic yoke (4) through
the frame through hole (34) formed in the wiring post
(32); the magnetic yoke (4) is of an E-type structure,
wherein the E-type magnetic yoke (4) is mounted on
the bottom plate of the base (1), with an opening
facing upwards; the coil frame (3) slides to an ad-
justing bulge (311) of the coil frame (3) along the
middle part of the E-type magnetic yoke (4) and
props against the corresponding magnetic yoke sup-
port (41) of the magnetic yoke (4); a wiring terminal
(6) which is connected with the coil (5) is mounted
on a sidewall of the base (1), the outer wall at one
side of the base (1), which is close to the wiring ter-
minal (6) is provided with two surge mounting holes
(11) which are used for fixing a surge suppressor (2)
and distributed linearly; the outer wall of the surge
suppressor (2), which contacts the base (1) is cor-
respondingly provided with two mounting bumps
(21) which cooperate with the surge mounting holes
(11), and a sidewall of each mounting bump (21)
protrudes to form a hook (211) which is in interfer-
ence fit with the corresponding surge mounting hole
(11); the surge suppressor (2) is plugged into the
surge mounting holes (11) of the base (1) through
the mounting bumps (21) on the surge suppressor
(2) to be fixedly connected with the base (1); after
assembling, the surge suppressor (2) is adjacent to
the wiring terminal (6) to facilitate a wiring connection
therebetween.

Patentansprüche

1. Wechselstromschütz, aufweisend einen Sockel (1)
und ein Magnetjoch (4), wobei das Magnetjoch (4)
auf einer Bodenplatte des Sockels (1) befestigt ist
und an zwei Seiten des Magnetjochs (4) jeweils ein
Magnetjochhalter (41) zum Tragen und Puffern des
Magnetjochs (4) bereitgestellt ist, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass:
eine Befestigungsnut (412), welche mit dem Mag-
netjoch (4) zusammenwirkt, in einem Ende des Ma-
gnetjochhalters (41) ausgebildet ist und Seitenwän-
de an zwei Seiten der Befestigungsnut (412) sich in
der Dicke unterscheiden.

2. Wechselstromschütz gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei je-
der Magnetjochhalter (41) mit Identifizierungsele-
menten (411) versehen ist, die verwendet werden
zum Unterscheiden der Seitenwände an zwei Sei-
ten, welche sich in der Dicke unterscheiden.
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3. Wechselstromschütz gemäß Anspruch 2, wobei je-
des Identifizierungselement (411) eine Ausbuchtung
oder eine Aussparung ist.

4. Wechselstromschütz gemäß Anspruch 2, wobei je-
des Identifizierungselement (411) kreisförmig ist.

5. Wechselstromschütz gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei ein
Verhältnis der Dicken der Seitenwände an zwei Sei-
ten jedes Magnetjochhalters (41), welche sich in der
Dicke unterscheiden, 4:3 beträgt.

6. Wechselstromschütz gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei der
Boden des Magnetjochs (4) mit einem Magnetjoch-
durchgangsloch (42) versehen ist, das horizontal
durchdrungen wird, eine Magnetjochbefestigungs-
platte (43) durch das Magnetjochdurchgangsloch
(42) hindurchdringt und zwei Enden der Magnetjoch-
befestigungsplatte (43), die aus dem Magnetjoch (4)
heraus freiliegen, umhüllt und fixiert sind mit den Ma-
gnetjochhaltern (41) zum Tragen und Puffern des
Magnetjochs (4).

7. Wechselstromschütz gemäß Anspruch 6, wobei das
Magnetjoch (4) durch die Magnetjochhalter (41) an
zwei Seiten fix mit dem Sockel (1) verbunden ist,
zwei horizontal seitenverkehrte konkave Plattfor-
men (13) zwischen zwei Seitenwänden in dem So-
ckel (1) gegenüberliegend bereitgestellt sind und ei-
ne zurückgesetzte Seitenwand jeder konkaven
Plattform (13) mit einer Fixieraussparung (131) ver-
sehen ist zum Fixieren des entsprechenden Mag-
netjochhalters (41); die Befestigungsnut (412) mit
der entsprechenden Magnetjochbefestigungsplatte
(43) zusammenwirkt und ein Fixierhöcker (413), wel-
cher mit der Fixieraussparung (131) zusammenwirkt
und in der Form eines dreieckigen Prismas ist, an
dem anderen Ende des Magnetjochhalters (41) be-
reitgestellt ist; eine Magnetjochbefestigungsausspa-
rung (14), in der das Magnetjoch (4) und ein Teil der
Magnetjochbefestigungsplatte (43), welcher mit
dem Magnetjochhalter (41) umhüllt ist, befestigt
sind, zwischen der konkaven Plattform (13) und dem
Sockel (1) ausgebildet ist; während des Befestigens
das Magnetjoch (4) in die Magnetjochbefestigungs-
aussparung (14) hinein befestigt wird und der Teil
jeder Magnetjochbefestigungsplatte (43), welcher
mit dem Magnetjochhalter (41) umhüllt wird, in den
zurückgesetzten Teil jeder der zwei konkaven Platt-
formen (13) geklemmt wird und währenddessen der
Fixierhöcker (413) in die Fixieraussparung (131) ge-
klemmt wird, um das Magnetjoch (4) zu fixieren.

8. Wechselstromschütz gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei zwi-
schen dem Sockel (1) und dem Magnetjoch (4) ein
Pufferpolster (7) zum Puffern des Magnetjochs (4)
bereitgestellt ist.

9. Wechselstromschütz gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei ein
an dem Magnetjoch (4) befestigter Spulenrahmen
(3) im Innern des Sockels (1) bereitgestellt ist und
eine obere Verbindungsplatte (33) und eine untere
Verbindungsplatte (31) und einen zwischen der obe-
ren Verbindungsplatte (33) und der unteren Verbin-
dungsplatte (31) bereitgestellten Leitungspfosten
(32) aufweist; eine ringförmige Nut, in der eine Spule
(5) platziert ist, inmitten der oberen Verbindungsplat-
te (33), der unteren Verbindungsplatte (31) und dem
Leitungspfosten (32) ausgebildet ist; der Leitungs-
pfosten (32) axial mit einem Rahmendurchgangs-
loch (34) versehen ist und der Spulenrahmen (3)
durch das in dem Leitungspfosten (32) ausgebildete
Rahmendurchgangsloch (34) an dem Magnetjoch
(4) fixiert ist; das Magnetjoch (4) von einer E-Typ-
Struktur ist, wobei das E-Typ-Magnetjoch (4) auf der
Bodenplatte des Sockels (1) befestigt ist, mit einer
nach oben weisenden Öffnung; der Spulenrahmen
(3) entlang des Mittelteils des E-Typ-Magnetjochs
(4) zu einer Justierausbuchtung (311) des Spulen-
rahmens (3) gleitet und sich auf dem entsprechen-
den Magnetjochhalter (41) des Magnetjochs (4) ab-
stützt; ein Leitungsanschluss (6), welcher mit der
Spule (5) verbunden ist, an einer Seitenwand des
Sockels (1) befestigt ist, wobei die äußere Wand an
einer Seite des Sockels (1), welche nahe dem Lei-
tungsanschluss (6) ist, mit zwei Überspannungsbe-
festigungslöchern (11) versehen ist, welche zum Fi-
xieren eines Überspannungsschutzes (2) verwendet
werden und linear verteilt sind; die äußere Wand des
Überspannungsschutzes (2), welche den Sockel (1)
berührt, entsprechend mit zwei Befestigungshö-
ckern (21) versehen ist, welche mit den Überspan-
nungsbefestigungslöchern (11) zusammenwirken,
und eine Seitenwand jedes Befestigungshöckers
(21) vorsteht, so dass ein Haken (211) gebildet ist,
welcher in Presspassung mit dem entsprechenden
Überspannungsbefestigungsloch (11) ist; der Über-
spannungsschutz (2) mittels der Befestigungshö-
cker (21) an dem Überspannungsschutz (2) in die
Überspannungsbefestigungslöcher (11) des So-
ckels (1) eingesteckt ist, so dass er fix mit dem So-
ckel (1) verbunden ist; nach dem Zusammenbau der
Überspannungsschutz (2) benachbart zu dem Lei-
tungsanschluss (6) ist, um eine Leitungsverbindung
zwischen ihnen zu erleichtern.

Revendications

1. Contacteur à courant alternatif, comprenant une ba-
se (1) et une culasse magnétique (4), dans lequel la
culasse magnétique (4) est montée sur une plaque
inférieure de la base (1), et un support de culasse
magnétique (41) pour supporter et amortir la culasse
magnétique (4) est prévu respectivement sur deux
côtés de la culasse magnétique (4), caractérisé en
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ce que :
une rainure de montage (412) qui coopère avec la
culasse magnétique (4) est formée dans une pre-
mière extrémité du support de culasse magnétique
(41), et les parois latérales des deux côtés de la rai-
nure de montage (412) sont d’une épaisseur diffé-
rente.

2. Contacteur à courant alternatif selon la revendica-
tion 1, dans lequel chaque support de culasse ma-
gnétique (41) est pourvu d’éléments d’identification
(411) utilisés pour distinguer les parois latérales sur
deux côtés, qui sont d’une épaisseur différente.

3. Contacteur à courant alternatif selon la revendica-
tion 2, dans lequel chaque élément d’identification
(411) est un renflement ou une rainure.

4. Contacteur à courant alternatif selon la revendica-
tion 2, dans lequel chaque élément d’identification
(411) est circulaire.

5. Contacteur à courant alternatif selon la revendica-
tion 1, dans lequel un rapport des épaisseurs des
parois latérales sur deux côtés de chaque support
de culasse magnétique (41), qui sont d’une épais-
seur différente, est de 4:3.

6. Contacteur à courant alternatif selon la revendica-
tion 1, dans lequel le fond de la culasse magnétique
(4) est pourvu d’un trou traversant de culasse ma-
gnétique (42) qui est pénétré horizontalement, une
feuille de montage de culasse magnétique (43) pé-
nètre à travers le trou traversant de culasse magné-
tique (42), et deux extrémités de la feuille de mon-
tage de culasse magnétique (43) qui sont exposées
à l’extérieur de la culasse magnétique (4) sont en-
veloppées et fixées avec les supports de culasse
magnétique (41) pour supporter et amortir la culasse
magnétique (4).

7. Contacteur à courant alternatif selon la revendica-
tion 6, dans lequel la culasse magnétique (4) est
reliée de manière fixe à la base (1) par les supports
de culasse magnétique (41) sur deux côtés, deux
plates-formes concaves inversées horizontalement
(13) sont prévues à l’opposé entre deux parois laté-
rales dans la base (1), et une paroi latérale évidée
de chaque plate-forme concave (13) est pourvue
d’une rainure de fixation (131) pour fixer le support
de culasse magnétique correspondant (41) ; la rai-
nure de montage (412) coopère avec la feuille de
montage de culasse magnétique correspondante
(43), et une bosse de fixation (413) qui coopère avec
la rainure de fixation (131) et sous la forme d’un pris-
me triangulaire est prévue à l’autre extrémité du sup-
port de culasse magnétique (41) ; une rainure de
montage de culasse magnétique (14) dans laquelle

la culasse magnétique (4) et une partie de la feuille
de montage de culasse magnétique (43), qui est en-
veloppée avec le support de culasse magnétique
(41) sont montées, est formée entre la plate-forme
concave (13) et la base (1) ; pendant le montage, la
culasse magnétique (4) est montée dans la rainure
de montage de culasse magnétique (14), et la partie
de chaque feuille de montage de la culasse magné-
tique (43), qui est enveloppée avec le support de
culasse magnétique (41), est immobilisée dans la
partie évidée de chacune des deux plates-formes
concaves (13), et pendant ce temps, la bosse de
fixation (413) est immobilisée dans la rainure de fixa-
tion (131) pour fixer la culasse magnétique (4).

8. Contacteur à courant alternatif selon la revendica-
tion 1, dans lequel un coussin d’amortissement(7)
pour amortir la culasse magnétique (4) est prévu en-
tre la base (1) et la culasse magnétique (4).

9. Contacteur à courant alternatif selon la revendica-
tion 1, dans lequel un châssis de bobine (3) monté
sur la culasse magnétique (4) est prévu à l’intérieur
de la base (1) et comprend une plaque de connexion
supérieure (33) et une plaque de connexion inférieu-
re (31) et un montant de câblage (32) prévu entre la
plaque de connexion supérieure (33) et la plaque de
connexion inférieure (31) ; une rainure annulaire
dans laquelle une bobine (5) est placée est formée
parmi la plaque de connexion supérieure (33), la pla-
que de connexion inférieure (31) et le montant de
câblage (32) ; le montant de câblage (32) est pourvu
axialement d’un trou traversant de châssis (34) et le
châssis de bobine (3) est fixé sur la culasse magné-
tique (4) à travers le trou traversant de châssis (34)
formé dans le montant de câblage (32) ; la culasse
magnétique (4) est d’une structure de type E, dans
lequel la culasse magnétique de type E (4) est mon-
tée sur la plaque inférieure de la base (1), avec une
ouverture orientée vers le haut ; le châssis de bobine
(3) coulisse jusqu’à un renflement d’ajustement
(311) du châssis de bobine (3) le long de la partie
médiane de la culasse magnétique de type E (4) et
s’appuie contre le support de culasse magnétique
correspondant (41) de la culasse magnétique (4) ;
une borne de câblage (6) qui est connectée à la bo-
bine (5) est montée sur une paroi latérale de la base
(1), la paroi extérieure d’un côté de la base (1), qui
est proche de la borne de câblage (6), est pourvue
de deux trous de montage de surtension (11) qui
sont utilisés pour fixer un suppresseur de surtension
(2) et répartis linéairement ; la paroi extérieure du
suppresseur de surtension (2), qui vient en contact
avec la base (1), est pourvue de manière correspon-
dante de deux bosses de montage (21) qui coopè-
rent avec les trous de montage de surtension (11),
et une paroi latérale de chaque bosse de montage
(21) fait saillie pour former un crochet (211) qui est
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en ajustement serré avec le trou de montage de sur-
tension correspondant (11) ; le suppresseur de sur-
tension (2) est enfiché dans les trous de montage
de surtension (11) de la base (1) à travers les bosses
de montage (21) sur le suppresseur de surtension
(2) pour être connecté de manière fixe à la base (1) ;
après assemblage, le suppresseur de surtension (2)
est adjacent à la borne de câblage (6) pour faciliter
une connexion de câblage entre eux.
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